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ABSTRACT
Material behavior can be defined as the confluence of associative rules, contextual pressures and constraints of
materialization. In more general terms, it can be parameterized as topologies, forces and materiality. Forming behavior means resolving the intricate matrix of deterministic and indeterministic factors that comprise and interrelate
each subset of these material-inherent conditions. This requires a concise design framework which accumulates
the confluent behavior through successive and cyclical exchange of multiple design modes, rather than through a
single design environment or set of prescribed procedures. This paper unfolds a sequencing of individual methods
as part of a larger design framework, described through the development of a series of complex hybrid-structure
material morphologies. The “hybrid” nature reflects the integration of multiple force-active structural concepts
within a single continuous material system, devising both self-organized yet highly articulated spatial conditions.
This leads primarily to the development of what is termed a “textile hybrid” system: an equilibrium state of tensile
surfaces and bending-active meshes. The research described in this paper looks to expose the structure of the textile as an indeterministic design parameter, where its architecture can be manipulated as means for exploring and differentiating behavior. This is done through experimentation with weft-knitting technologies, in which the variability
of individual knit logics is instrumentalized for simultaneously articulating and structuring form. Such relationships
are shown through an installation constructed at the ggggallery in Copenhagen, Denmark.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Within any design process, materiality is a decisive input, whether
it is the driver for devising form, equated to a form-finding process, or the overlay to a geometric construct, a rationalization of
“virtual” form. In Frei Otto’s initial soap film studies, the material’s
tendencies, in generating equalized stress distribution along a surface of minimal area given a particular boundary, define the fixed
parameter by which geometries are sought (Otto 1990). Arguably,

the elastic deformation of initially straight or planar elements
(Knippers et al. 2011). All components of the system are materialized
of a textile substrate, whether a membrane surface as the tensile
agent or glass-fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) rods as the bending-active instrument. Their structural service varies significantly,
though it is always integral, between grid-shell-like conditions
where rod topologies primarily dictate form, to long-cantilevering
scenarios where the tensile surface stabilizes both the rod and

this could be understood as a virtual exercise, given the temporal

surface position (Ahlquist et al. 2012). As classified by Heino Engel,

nature by which the soap film held its idealized shape. However,

a hybrid system crossbreeds various types of structural action

Otto repeated this approach in forming full-scale architectures,

(Engel 2007). The term, textile hybrid, specifically recognizing form-

utilizing scaled means of measurable mechanical simulation for

and bending-active conditions, thus encapsulates such variable

both textile surface and cable mesh behaviors as tensile surface

yet fully integrated material structural logics.

structures of resolved force equilibrium (Lewis 2003). In studies

Among other capacities, the innovations of textile hybrid sys-

of the hygroscopic behavior of wood by Achim Menges and

tems revealed in this research are derived from its inherent

Steffen Reichert, a similar approach takes place in using the fiber

elasticity and ability to “short-cut” significant internal pre-stress.

directionality and cellular ability of wood to wick moisture and

Pre-stressed textile architectures (also referred to as membrane

trigger a deformation response (Menges and Reichert 2012). The
fundamental material description is given, yet measured and
calibrated for priority in degree of performance, particularly control of geometric change in response to humidity. The research
described in this paper examines textiles in a similar manner, but
looks to release the micro-architecture as an indeterministic variable as a part of the design process, a parameter which can both
provide certain constraint yet also allow for form generation to
dictate its exact structure at the fiber level. Rather than instrumentalizing and/or manipulating an existing material structure, in this
research the orchestration of the textile’s fibrous architecture is
accomplished with technologies in machine knitting, in particular
flat-bed weft knitting.

structures) are classified as lightweight systems, yet often require
significant secondary structures at the boundary to resist large
anchoring forces. Introducing elastic bending into the system
allows for the textile to be bounded internally, thus its pre-stresses
are resolved internally. The stiffness gained by the curvature of
elastically bended beams (as GFRP rods in the research described
here) provides resistance to the textile, where the textile simultaneously shapes and stabilizes the position of the elastic elements.
The internalized equilibrium state minimizes, if not in some cases
completely eliminates, externalized forces at the overall boundary (Figure 1). As an elastic architecture, the structure is able to
globally deflect under additional external loads such as wind, rain
and snow. But, with a designed bending stiffness, the system

1.1 TEXTILE HYBRID

can rebound to its original geometric and pre-stressed state

This paper describes research in developing design frameworks

(Lienhard et al. 2012a). Beyond these basic principles, this research

for generating intricate force-active equilibrium structures, specifi-

interrogates further potential for articulating spatial morphologies

cally “textile hybrid” systems. A textile hybrid is composed of ten-

while maintaining the system’s structural robustness and minimal

sile (form-active) surfaces operating in equilibrium with networks

material composition (Ahlquist et al. 2013). In particular, the capac-

of elastically bent (bending-active) elements (Lienhard et al. 2012a).

ity for differentiating textile structure is pursued as means for

In this hybrid condition, the term “bending-active” describes

expressing load paths, varying surface porosity, and expanding

curved beam or surface structures that base their geometry on

manifold potentials in form.

1 (a) Simulation of textile hybrid cell in springs-based modeling and simulation environment in Processing (Java) developed by the author. (b) Physical prototype of textile hybrid
with bending-active GFRP rod and elastan/polyester textile. (c) Volumetric textile hybrid cell insulated with shredded PVC material.
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1.2 WEFT KNITTING TECHNOLOGIES

Weft knitting forms a textile through the looping of yarn fibers in

This research accesses fairly recent advancements in CNC con-

the horizontal (weft) direction as compared to warp knitting which

trolled weft knitting technologies able to produce highly differentiated three-dimensional manifold structures, commonly referred to
as “fully-fashioned” or “complete garment” textiles (Peterson et al.

works in the vertical (warp) direction (Figure 2). In varying the type
and proximity between loops, differentiated structural conditions
within the textile are defined. The research described in this

2011). This is most readily exhibited in the Nike Flyknit technology

paper focuses particularly on this aspect. The ability to regulate

in which the entire structure of the shoe (the upper, excluding

(tension) yarns locally while also shifting loop densities allows for

the sole) can be produced with a single continuous textile, reduc-

the production of textiles that are highly heterogeneous in their

ing significant amounts of material waste (Hunter 2013). Using a

capacities to carry forces. The design methods formed in the

method called intarsia, great degrees of variation in yarn type and

process of this research works to capture these fundamental weft

knit structure are produced within the individual textile (Penciuc et

knitting capabilities while produce specific data to dictate the knit

al. 2010). As an automated process, variation in the architecture is

logics and fiber articulation.

made possible across multiple models as well.

1.3 PROTOTYPING PROCESSES
The complexities of such material-inherent textile behavior
necessitate a coordinated series of multi-scalar modes of design
generation, exploration and calibration. Executed effectively, such
a methodology establishes fundamental methods for material
behaviors to be made accessible for early design investigations.
Complexity, in this instance, is innate as a repercussion of the
inextricable relations between topology, structural forces and
materialization. Prototyping, encapsulating a series of physical
and computational design modes, serves to resolve such mutual
relationships. In placing primacy upon the processes which span
across a series of diverse prototypes, the approach yields increasingly generalized methods. Fidelity is established in the feedback
between processes of computational formation and material operation. As an active evolving agent, the accumulation of diverse
design instances helps transform purpose-built procedures into

2 (a) Warp knitting. (b) Weft knitting and alterations in knit logics.

robust generalized frameworks, by combining both computational
intelligence and physical feedback. This paper depicts a series of
specific exemplars, of differing scales and degrees of performative and geometric complexity, leading to the design and production of a complex textile hybrid installation integrating capacities
in CNC weft knitting.

2 MATERIAL COMPUTATION
To resolve material behaviors driven by both tensile and bending
stiffness, this research focuses on the use of spring-based numerical methods, intimately coordinated with form-finding efforts
through physical experimentation and finite element analysis
(Ahlquist and Menges 2010; Lienhard et al 2012). The programming
of spring-based methods utilizes particles systems, consisting of
particles defining mass and position, and springs defining axial
stiffness whose calculation of force exertion follows Hooke’s Law
of Elasticity (Gordon, 2006; Kilian and Oschendorf 2005). Particular
material behaviors are defined through spring topologies placed
as positional constraints on the particles of variable (user-defined)
3 Primary methods for simulating bending stiffness: (a) cross-over, (b) vector
position, (c) vector normal.
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networks of springs. A hierarchy is established where certain
springs serve to provide force characteristics of tension, compres-
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sion or bending stiffness, while other particle-spring networks

belies intuition, iterative feedback through the computational

define meshes representative of a physical geometry. At any level

environment elicits knowledge in particular topological and behav-

of the system, though, all elements exert force of certain intensity

ioral manipulations. In a programmable modeling environment,

along a particular vector.

such specific manipulations can be encapsulated and embedded

2.1 BENDING-ACTIVE BEHAVIOR
The mechanical behavior for bending stiffness is approximated
in particular topological arrangements of springs applied to
the nodes along a linear array of particle-springs. Three primary numerical methods have been established in Computer

in order to advance the potentials for geometric performance.
Such was accomplished with a modeling environment titled
springFORM, programmed in Processing (Java) by the author, and
utilized in developing articulated arrays of textile hybrid cells configured to produce differentiated spatial conditions (Figure 4).

Graphics: cross-over, vertex position and vertex normal, (Figure

2.2 HETEROGENEOUS TEXTILES

3) simulating bending behavior of elements assumed to have

When used as tensile surface structures, textiles are typically

a continuous material description and cross-section (Volino and

constructed with a bi-directional variation in strength, yet this

Magnenat-Thalmann 2006). The vertex normal method has been

material description is not necessary in form-finding the tensioned

expanded upon to simulate three degrees of freedom based upon

geometry. Rather, the distribution of forces equalized across a

input of a Young’s modulus value to more accurately simulate

homogenous surface defines the parameters by which a specific

behavior of specific materials and cross-sections (Adrianessens

geometry is formed. In resolving materialization, there is a critical

and Barnes, 2001). The diagrams below depict the different meth-

step of translation, which equates the field of force distribution

ods of adding particle-spring topologies, for simulating bending

developed through the form-finding process to the bi-directional

stiffness, to the linear particle-spring network, which defines

elasticity of the material. Two steps are necessary in the method

the explicit beam condition.

of translation: relating the force-distribution to a material of

Spring-based methods rely primarily upon relative descriptions

certain elasticity; and resolving the doubly-curved surface into

of force characteristics enabling explorations of textile hybrids to

sheets of planar material (Wakefield 1999). In this context, when

advance in complexity, specification and form through efficient

considering data flow within the framework for material behav-

computation. Most importantly, housed within a modeling envi-

ior, the interaction of topology and force primarily defines form.

ronment, relationships in topology and material relevance can be

Materiality, when defined by homogeneous or anisotropic textiles,

actively altered during simulation with results being immediately

has little reciprocity towards topology and force when generating

returned. Where the complexity of the form-active textile hybrid

solely tensile forms.

4 Example of explorations of individual textile hybrid topologies and multiplication into programmed array structures within the Processing (Java) modeling environment
springFORM developed by the author.
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5 (a) Knitted sample using intarsia technique to combine two yarns of different elasticity. (b) Relation between template used for manufacturing and
performance of knitted textile.

Heterogeneity in the textile is introduced, in this research, through the use of weft knitting manufacturing technologies. Immediately this opens up materiality as a driver in forming behavior
because the material’s micro-architecture, as it influences force flow, can be explored as a variable. A key factor, though, is that another layer of complexity is introduced related to the process
of forming the material itself: the act of knitting. The heterogeneity of the textile is produced
through varying knit structure, the proximity between loops and yarn types. With these variations,
a certain degree of behavior is introduced at the moment of making the material. In terms of
instrumentalizing this condition, the function of translation expands to account for the behavior of
the inert material as it is produced, along with the active material as it becomes a tension-active
structural surface. As evident from studies done in a Digital Crafting workshop with CITA at the
Designskolen in Kolding, Denmark, there is a complex and non-linear relationship between information provided to the machine for knitting the textile and the behavior of the produced material
(Ahlquist and Menges 2011) (Figure 5). This implies that the geometric description of the template is
not as important as extrapolating behavior across the modes of design from computational study
to manufacturing to tensile performance.
In this research, the codifying of knit behavior is handled through iterative studies between examining mechanical properties of various knit structures and extrapolating that isolated behavior
through computational studies of increasing scope. Not only is the variation of knit logic influential
in the global behavior of the textile, but the basic inter-looping of the weft knitting process itself
produces a complex multi-axial behavior. Certain numerical methods have sought to simulate this
behavior through capturing the friction, rigid body, and kinematic relationships at the level of the
individual loops (Kaldor et al. 2008). Further advancements have developed modeling techniques
for explicitly depicting the wide range of possibilities in knit micro-architectures (Yuksel et al. 2012).
However, utilizing such methods would again place materiality as a constant rather than a learned
derivative of the form generation process. This research utilizes more rudimentary spring-based
methods for simulating the varied behavior, extending the functionality of the translation step to
define specific knit logics. This is accomplished through calibration between physical and computational studies; exploring the particular spring topologies can capture certain local and global
behaviors of heterogeneous knitted textiles (Figure 6).
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3 PROTOTYPING MATERIAL BEHAVIOR
The particular challenge in instrumentalizing material behavior
is that its complexity impedes the ability for a single prototype,

supporting an ever-broadening range of material-based schema
(Attar at al. 2009). As a result, a meta-prototypical design space is
generated which interrelates design environments and techniques

study or exemplar to predict collective material behavior beyond

with learned conditions of material logics and behavior.

its own specific scale. A prototype, in this case, refers to a design

3.1 MATRICES OF DESIGN MODES AND
ASPECTS OF BEHAVIOR

space which provokes a new vocabulary of form, performance,
and modes of design (Coyne 1990). With the interaction of multiple
materials and behaviors, the parameters, relationships and predictability of the outcome become increasingly elusive. In such
a scenario, the methods, computational and otherwise, which

To manage the complexities of material behavior, it can be disassembled into categories of topology, forces and materiality.
Distinguishing topology enables the components of the material

generate the exemplar, remain solitary to the narrow set of pos-

system to be addressed without the consideration of geometry,

sibilities and material choices that the single prototype implies.

defining only the count, type and relation. In applying forces, the

To overcome this, prototyping is suggested as a process which

topology is addressed both locally and globally charging different

envelopes multiple prototypical design spaces, yet tries to main-

components and relationships with various principles of material

tain a continual advancement of a discrete set of design modes.

structure and structural systems. Materiality, as described in

Project-specific methods thus transform into design environments

this paper, encapsulates specific material constraints which act

6 Calibration of varied knit samples between physical testing and computational simulation.

7 Shifts in relationships between topological complexity and modes of design for (a)
minimal complexity in topology and (b) advanced complexity in topology.
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with variable degrees of reciprocal influence as a part of the

Where physical form-finding is best suited for establishing basic

design process. Exploration of material behavior takes place

material logics of minimal topological complexity, modeling in a

through interrogating the degree of variability and determinism

spring-based computational environment allows for advancing

within the aspects and relationships of these categories of

complexities in topology and force description to be pursued.

topology, forces and materiality.

Two key aspects are critical to the capabilities of the spring-

To orchestrate both inherent and variable relationships, several
modes of design are engaged between physical exploration and
computational simulation. Specific to the activation of materials
as force-active agents, behavior is explored and resolved between
methods of form-finding in physical studies, spring-based modeling and simulation, and finite element analysis. This outlays an
intense matrix between modes of design as related to aspects of

based design environment. First, active modeling and manipulation allows for complexity to be introduced incrementally. As
completely integrated systems, the entirety of topology, force
implementation and material influence has to be deployed for
the material behavior to be realized. In a physical context, this
demands a significant amount of pre-planning in mapping and
assembling the system. An intense coordination is necessary for
this, yet often lacking without a good degree of practice or prior

material behavior. The sequence of methods is predicated upon

intuition. The ability to substitute and reconfigure during simu-

the degree of topological complexity in the material system (Figure

lation within a spring-based modeling environment overcomes

7). As the number of components increases, the ability to develop

this challenge of pre-planning for an unknown behavior (Figure 8).

equilibrium arrangements through physical simulation becomes

Second, as a programmed environment, the incremental com-

more elusive, as all aspects of topology demand more pre-plan-

plexity developed through efforts of modeling can be codified into

ning in count, type and relation.

automated procedures. Further incremental explorations can then

8 Manipulation of behavior from simple tensile structure to hybrid form- and bending-active system during the process of form-finding through the springFORM
software developed in Processing.

9 Spring-based simulation for Deep Surface Tension-active Prototype.
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be developed and subsequently embedded. A cyclical process

tion, via finite element analysis the exact material description and

arises supporting the ability for continual advancement within the

ratios of force distribution are still variable for continual reshap-

same computational framework.

ing of geometry. More importantly, this venue for more concise

Methods in spring-based simulation and physical form-finding are

study and analysis provides a means for judging the fidelity of

robust in their ability to efficiently realize material equilibria, yet

the other design modes.

they do so through approximated studies of behavior. The spring-

3.2 EXPLORING VARIED RELATIONSHIPS OF
MATERIAL BEHAVIOR

based numerical methods utilized in this research produce relative
force values through an implicit solver allowing for efficiency in
calculation for large number of elements (Greenwold 2009). The

The relationship between system complexity and sequence of

ramifications of such efficiency are that the data produced is

design modes is advanced through a series of prototypes study-

not calibrated to real world parameters of force and material

ing various textile hybrid conditions. In the study of multi-layer

properties. To a certain degree, this is the condition of physical

textile systems, termed “deep surfaces” in this research, the topo-

form-finding as well. The properties of material do not scale in a

logical complexity is significant in negotiating what is a continu-

simple linear manner. To develop a multi-scalar methodology, finite

ous tensile structure made up of both surface elements and cable

element analysis is implemented alongside these other modes

meshes (Figure 9). To explore the full complexity of the system and

of design. Once topology becomes a fixed and resolved condi-

measure the possibility for differentiation, the design of the proto-

1 0 Simulation in Finite Element Analysis by Julian Lienhard for M1 Textile Hybrid.

1 1 Spring-based simulation of relationships between tensile surface and bending-active boundary element.
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type is engaged primarily through spring-based simulation, where
the production of the topology is done algorithmically rather than
manually. However, a series of initial studies in physical simulation

4 SEMI-TOROIDAL TEXTILE HYBRID
This prototype builds upon the previous studies, as a textile hybrid
system, yet explores the decomposition of the textile from a

established the basic logic for what forms an involuted cylindri-

pre-defined homogeneous constant to a set of variegated param-

cal cell (Ahlquist and Menges 2011). In comparison, the M1 Textile

eters. The project employs a repetitive weft-knitted logic, a jac-

Hybrid minimizes complexity in certain aspects of topology where

quard structure with cast-offs (moments when a “loop” is skipped)

the number of components is few, yet the degree of relationships

and variations in density (where the yarn is tensioned variably

is significant (Figure 10). In this case, the system negotiates both

between loops), to produce both gradual and sudden shifts in

tension- and bending-active conditions. Here, the primary resource

structural performance. These parameters are tailored to the vari-

for understanding and defining material logics and behavior lies
with the efforts of physical form-finding. The complexity of dual
force impositions limits the ability to codify a particular strategy
within the spring-based methods or finite element analysis. The
physical studies provide key data for topology and geometry in
defining the finite element model. In analyzing the structure, the

ous fluctuations in force description of the structured surface, as
depicted in the computational model (Figure 11). The relation to the
stiffness in the bending-active boundary, a continuous eleven millimeter glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) rod, generates the
equilibrium form. The result is a tensile surface whose articulation
in geometry and pattern is driven by the balance of internal knit
structure and global tension force. The overall form is intended to

dynamics of force, particularly the tension distribution in the sur-

maximize its presence within the gallery space while minimizing

face elements, provides still an avenue for shaping the geometry

its footprint by only attaching to its context at two points, with

and maintaining a robust equilibrium (Lienhard et al. 2012b).

insignificant residual force (Figure 12).

1 2 Semi-Toroidal Textile Hybrid installation at ggggallery in Denmark, Copenhagen.

1 3 (a) Analysis of radii as compared to force in varied rods types between GFRP and aluminum with different cross-section diameters. (b) Comparison between the unstressed
and stressed case of a variegated knit sample.
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1 4 Comparison between knit samples with hexagonal patterns formed via varied knit density and cast-offs defining differentiated structures in the overall
field. Each sample has the same knit count in the weft and warp direction.

1 5 Overall system constructed of three primary elements: (1) a continuous bending-active rod at the boundary; (2) a seamless cylindrical textile;
(3) a textile panel.

1 6 Layout of knit densities for cylindrical textile (left) and panel (right).
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4.1 VARIATIONS IN TOPOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR

(Figure 16). The resulting material form actively exhibits integrated

Both the performance of the variegated knit textiles and the

force-driven material behaviors in the expression—the disten-

GFRP rods are examined empirically in order to register the rel-

sion—of the knitted fibers (Figure 17).

ative values for the spring-based simulation. The bending-active

CONCLUSION

nature of various rod types is characterized by their relationship
between stress and bending radii. Parameterizing the textile
behavior is more complex as there are both the unstressed and
stressed cases to consider (Figure 13). Additionally, as mentioned
above, the unstressed case houses a degree of behavior where
the variations in knit structure activate variable strengths in the
textile. In terms of knit count, the embedded hexagonal logic in
the textile is repeated. Yet when introducing the types of variation
in cast-offs and knit density, a significant degree of change in
performance ensues (Figure 14).

By coordinating methods in physical form-finding, spring-based
modeling and simulation, and finite element analysis, complex
material behaviors of hybrid structural systems can be explored,
resolved and materialized. However, the effort of design entails
a simultaneous critique of methodology alongside the products
of the methods. Establishing fidelity in the series of processes
that are engaged is a necessary fitness enveloping the entire
endeavor. The instances, or prototypical exemplars, serve to
assess design performance and fidelity of the process to identify
emergent material behavior and instrumentalize its performance.

Overall, the installation exhibits the use of differentiated intensities

Through these means the framework and its constituent methods

in tension and bending to arrange the semi-toroidal geometry and

can evolve to subsume greater degrees and scopes of material

describe the surface in distorting the hexagonal pattern. Critical to

behavior, beyond the hybrid scenarios described in this paper.

this resulting form is the matrix of relationships between various
subtle and sudden shifts in knitting densities. Instrumentalizing
the material parameters which underlie this matrix allows for
the large textile geometry to be realized of only two continuous
elements: one cylindrical and one planar textile (Figure 15). In the
cylindrical textile, the hexagonal pattern is dissolved at the edges
allowing for an enhanced elastic performance able to reach the
linear dimension of the bending-active boundary of almost twelve
meters in circumference. Within the same element, the geometry
narrows to approximately two meters in diameter as a result of
minimal and unequal bi-directional stress (a typical scenario for a
tensioned cylindrical topology). This is solved by enhancing the
internal structure of the textile through increasing density in the
hexagonal pattern and reducing cast-offs in the field condition

1 7 Detail from the middle of the cylindrical textile where the internal strength of the knit has overwhelmed the tension forces moving across the surface, enabling the textile to form
a three-dimensional articulation.
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